THE SHROUD OF TURIN II
This illustration seeks to show that the Shroud of Turn does appear to match the 5 puncture wounds of Jesus as depicted in the New Testament Gospels. In essence it was a tortured body full of flagellations that for the most part, most men would not have survived due to the
shock on the body and loss of consciousness and blood. The Shroud has made its way to the church in Turin, Italy from Israel. The Shroud at one point was almost destroyed as a fire broke out and it was saved by splashing water on it. According to the research to date, the
same pollens found are consistent with those in Israel that only blossom during the Passover season. Although the Shroud was supposedly carbon-dated, it was assumed to be not of the 1st century. Critics of the dating method argue that the corner from where the pieces was
rendered was in fact a interwoven repair work of the Middle Ages. This was later corroborated by the subsequent testing of the official carbon dater before he passed away that in fact the piece obtained was not original.
This illustration suggests that the side wound of the Shroud that fits the wounds of Jesus Christ appears to be in phi ratio proportion. This is consistent also of the blood stain of the Ark of the Covenant.

Doubled in 4x as ‘napkin’.

The blood on the head appears
consistent of having a round
crown of thorns.

Spear wound through the spleen
and heart from Roman lance.
Foot wound of the nailed feed,
not sure if single nail through 2
feet or separated nailing.

N

The nailing of the hands was not in the palm
as that would have torn and fallen off cross.
The blood flow down the arms suggest a ‘V’
type of nailing of the arms and hands.

The blood sample is that of a ‘virgin birth’ showing the same type as
allegedly Ron Wyatt sampled from the Ark of the Covenant.

Passover, in the midst of the week
was a Wednesday and thus a HighDay Sabbath. In haste the body was
‘buried’ without preparations.
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Jesus often spoke about Himself
in metaphorical terms of how
His body was likened to the
Temple and a kernel of wheat
that had to die to bring forth life,
Eternal Life. Theologically, the
Ark of the Covenant is likened to
Jesus’ mission, ministry and
attributes.

